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Blue Ridge Road Riders NC-G2
Waynesville, NC

Maggie VaHey

I Waynesville I Lake Junaluska I Canton I Clyde

Join us in the beautiful Blue Ridge Mountains on the first
Saturday of each month.
Eat at 3:00 I Meet at 4:00
Snappy's Restaurant, 2769 Soco Road, Maggie Valley, NC.

gwrranc.org

gwrra.org

Friends for Fun, Safety and Knowledge
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From Our Chapter Director, Johnny Cope:
Happy New Year G2 family.
Hope all is well and you all are enjoying this year of interesting weather. It seems to
warm up then rain, turn cold and turn warm to rain again. The 'snowbirds' got some
cold too. Hope all the rain will wash the road salt off but then it turns cold and DOT
spreads the stuff again.
Had lunch with a friend that I had not seen in about 20 years. We recently are
friends on Facebook. He noticed the rides G2 had been on. He does not own a
motorcycle, but has a BMW Z3 he and his wife love. He asked if possibly they could
join G2 when we go on a ride. I stated not a problem. We have had rides where four wheelers were
included. So possibly we can consider having additional friends or family join on a ride that are not motorcycle
riders.
We can debate this at next meeting in February.

For rider safety, all four wheelers follow the 'tail gunner'.

I appreciate the time and work all G2 officers sacrifice to make G2 the best Chapter in the West. And non-officers
also participate so this group works well together.
The Chapter has some new members just around the bend to
join us. Please give them a warm welcome to the family. If on a meeting date, the weather is not cooperating,
please do not try to attend the meeting. I will try to send an email to the group if I cancel a meeting and will call
Snappy's.
When warmer weather gets here in a couple months, hopefully, maybe we can plan some visitation
rides to neighboring chapters.
Final thought,

Time springs forward March 11.

Johnny: NC-G2 CD
From Our Treasurer, Mike Epperson:
Hi, Folks,

The cold weather has certainly come in with a vengeance! I'm getting tired of getting up
all night to add wood to the fire. It does keep the house warmer, but it also keeps me
from getting a good night's sleep. I only let it go out if I'm going to be home all day the
next day. It does take a while to warm the house up when there's been no heat all night.

Last month I realized this would be the first Christmas since my sister-in-law died. I knew my brother still has
problems with it, and wondered how his mother-in-law was doing. I decided to go north for Christmas and
spend some time with them. She's doing pretty well, since she has photos of both her deceased daughters. as
well as her late husband and parents hanging on her bedroom wall. She said she talks to them all before she
gets up every day and they comfort her. We all have different ways of dealing with life. I admire her a lot. She's
still sad sometimes, but doing well on the whole. My brother is not. I never understood how much comfort is
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available to believers until I watched him trying to come to terms with his loss. My heart hurts for him - it's just
as bad for him today as it was the day she died in his arms and there is no end in sight.

Cherish your loved ones. His wife was 10 years younger and he never expected to be left alone. Life has it's
little surprises and not all of them are good ones.

I want you to know that I cherish all of you. My GWRRA family are all special people and I appreciate all you
do. I love your attitudes. We don't have an old grouch in the group or a really negative person. I love that you
are willing to take time to smell the roses - or ride the bikes - and don't want other people to take care of you.
My new phone is giving me enough issues to make me want someone to take care of me for a while!

Enjoy the new year and I'm looking forward to riding with you all this summer.
Ride safe, ride often and have fun.

Mike Epperson: Treasurer, NC-G2

From Our News Editor, Pete Shaginaw
Happy New Year Everybody!
Along with the New Year, a change in responsibilities has befallen me. No
longer will I be the Chapter Educator under the GWRRA restructuring plan.
However, I will continue with articles that many G2 members have told me they
find helpful. As my training and work experience has been primarily in technical
fields, that will be the flavor of my ramblings, as you have read in my past
exposes. My instructors, (and OSHA data sheets) had always advocated 'safety first', so that will
remain a component of my writings. I am always open to suggestions, so if any of you have topics of
interest that you wish to read about, let me know. I enjoy researching topics related to the sport of
motorcycling, and if I can't find answers to any of your concerns, I will find someone who can.
With that in mind, let's take a look at a maintenance topic that may help prevent the frustrating
situation of stripping the heads of screws that many may have encountered.

What the Hey is J15?
Many of us GoldWing riders just love to work on our bikes. Not only is this activity a lot of fun, but
also is helpful in that it gives one an intimate relationship with the machine and builds confidence that
if something doesn't work just right, a correction can be found. However, going about routine
maintenance, adding after-market accessories, or just checking for loose fittings must be addressed
with the correct attitude; safety in mind.
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Many novice bike owners assume a ham-handed approach: 'might is right', smacking away at tight
fasteners, and using improper tools, resulting in permanent damage and causing safety issues. One
misuse of a common tool, the Phillips screwdriver, is often made by even experienced shade-tree
mechanics, unintentionally, since they don't realize Japanese bikes do not have Phillips screws! Hey!
What are you talking about? Just look! The screws are Phillips head, or socket head, or Torx, or
slotted! It may appear so, but look closer. What appears to be Phillips screws on GoldWings are
really Japanese Industrial Standard screws.

So here's the difference.

(Japanese

JIS

Industry Standard)

J I5

Phillips
!J
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Phillips-head screws were designed to strip! INell, echnically, i 's called "cam out" when the driver slips out of
the head, possibly damaging he head Cstripping" is technically when the hreads separate from the shaft).
Phillips screws were designed for the aircraft industry, where you'd rather have earn-out before you could overtiqhten and damage the expensive aluminum aircraft skin you were screwing it into.
Decades ago, he Japanese camera industry designed a different plus/cross-shaped (llcruciform") screw head
and driver to prevent earn-out and allow more torque. They're known as Japanese Industrial Standard or IlJIS"
screws and drivers.
Using a Phillips screwdriver in a JIS screw increases the risk of earn-out and damage

0

he screw head!

Philips driver heads are more pointed and tend to bottom ou on the ce ter point
of the screws before the faces of the driver are seated on the indents in the
screw head. his puts all the load into a small area of me al on he JIS screw and
smudges it off before the screw comes loose. Hurray, you ruined another screw.

So some people might not be concerned by this difference, but my philosophy has always been use
the correct tool in the right situation to prevent injury, damage, and unforeseen future failure. Of
course, in emergency situations, this may not always possible, but I would expect readers to use
discretion and common sense.

Not many hardware or even automotive stores carry JIS tools and many 'experts' are not even aware
they exist. However, I have noticed a few stores in the Waynesville area do have metric flange bolts
in bins labeled JIS, so there's hope yet. As for sources of JIS drivers, many websites advertise these
tools at a reasonable cost. Hozan and Vessel seem to be the major manufacturers of automotive size
drivers; the smaller precision ones are usually reserved for computer and electronics work. Ones
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with sizes #1 through #4 are nice tools for owners of Japanese made leaf blowers, weed whackers,
mowers, pressure washers, other small engines, automobiles, and motorcycles.
Sure would make a nice gift for a GoldWing owner who likes to do self-wrenching!

Until next month, Enjoy the rides and stay safe!

Pete Shaginaw:

NC-G2

From the G2 Ride Coordinators:
'Bear' & Donna Forsythe

Well, with all this cold and snowy weather going on, there has not
been any riding by G2. But at our January Gathering, there was a lot
of discussion of what can be done once the weather breaks.
Johnny Cope has been keeping us up to date on happenings around
the District by forwarding Newsletters and announcements from other
Chapters and other civic organizations around the area so that if
anyone wants to brave the cold and ride, there is opportunity to do so.
Here's a photo from our last Gathering'
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And we did have a special visitor who gave some input on some wild rides. Hear tell he's somehow
related to 'Bear' Forsythe.
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